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To measure evacuation basic parameters, reveal evacuation performance, and study reasonable staircase spacing of up and
down escape staircase in case of fire, an evacuation experiment, which was based on the most unfavorable evacuation scenario,
was conducted. -e experiment took personnel and vehicles of actual underground road traffic into account, and evacuation
process image data were extracted and analyzed by artificial statistics. Experimental results indicate that the personnel plane
evacuation speed is between 1.43 and 1.95m/s, and the upstairs evacuation speed that is less affected by gender and age is
mainly between 0.5 and 1.1m/s; under the escape stairs width of 0.8m, the average capacity of escape staircase is 0.7 P/s, and the
entrance of the staircase is evacuation bottleneck and queuing phenomenon occurs. Based on the experiment, a calculation
model of three-phase personnel net evacuation time was established. By simplifying the evacuation model, a calculation
formula of the reasonable escape stair spacing considering the influence of multiple factors was proposed. And the proposed
theoretical model was verified by project cases of up and down escape staircase. With 2min emergency broadcasting time and
6min Available Safety Evacuation Time of medium-sized fire as the Personnel Safety Evacuation Rule’s reference, the rec-
ommended value of escape staircase spacing of single pipe double-deck two-way four-lane (double pipes double-deck two-way
eight-lane) underground roads is 64.3m.

1. Introduction

As the greatest security threat during the operation period,
tunnel fire causes incalculable loss of life and property and
also brings about a great negative social impact. Urban
underground roads usually have the characteristics of dense
traffic, large human loads, numerous entrances, and exits,
and so on, which are different from ordinary road tunnels.
Reasonable and effective evacuation escape channel ar-
rangement is a prerequisite for the personnel’s autonomous
rescue and a necessary condition for professional firefighting
rescue in the underground road fire.

Evacuation in the up and down escape staircase of the
tunnel is a new evacuation pattern introduced with the
emergence of the double-deck shield tunnel. At present, the
traffic tunnel fire protection technology specification has not
yet provided provision for escape stairs function requirements,
which means that the standardized design of escape staircases

lacks a unified basis. Although the Shanghai Municipal Pro-
vincial Standard “Road Tunnel Design Code”(2008) [1] rec-
ommends that the escape stairs spacing should be controlled
within 120m, the width of stairs is not less than 0.8m, and the
maximum capacity of personnel is 1.0 P/s, but there is still no
supporting theoretical and actual verification.

Reasonable escape stairs spacing was mainly studied by
numerical simulation and on-site evacuation test. Some
scholars established specific fire evacuation model scenarios
through the joint simulation of fire field numerical simu-
lation software such as FDS and personnel evacuation
simulation software such as STEPS, Simulex, and EVAC-
NET, and according to the specific engineering background,
the prediction of the safety evacuation time, the safety check
calculation of the escape channel spacing, and the optimi-
zation of the personnel evacuation strategy were carried out.
Researches showed that the recommended escape stairs
spacing is between 80 and 100m [2–5].
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Numerical simulation cannot reflect the real evacuation
behavior and evacuation characteristics. -erefore, some
scholars have carried out some on-site evacuation simula-
tion tests to make up for the defects and deficiencies of
computer numerical simulation. -e attention was firstly
paid to the personnel’s behavior evacuation characteristics,
evacuation signs, and other facilities on the choice of per-
sonnel escape exits under fire conditions [6, 7]. In recent
years, some scholars investigated the characteristics of road
walking speed in a full-scale tunnel filled with smoke [8–10],
and Zhang et al. [11] conducted evacuation experiments to
examine the movement speed and evacuation capacity in an
underwater shield road tunnel with different vertical exits. In
addition, some scholars focused on evacuation character-
istics of escape slides [12, 13] and horizontal corridors
outdoor trials [14, 15]. But most of the existing physical
personnel evacuation tests focused on the characteristics of
personnel evacuation behavior, the escape exit selection, and
the effectiveness of escape exit signs. However, the rela-
tionship between evacuation characteristics and escape
stairway spacing has not been systematically studied, and
there is still no theoretical design basis for the reasonable
escape staircase spacing.

To solve these problems, an evacuation experiment based
on the most unfavorable evacuation scenario was conducted.
A calculation model of three-phase personnel net evacuation
time was established. Finally, a calculation formula of the
reasonable escape stair spacing considering the influence of
multiple factors was proposed. Results will contribute to
providing scientific guidance for the design of up and down
escape stairs.

2. Personnel Safety Evacuation Rule

ASET (Available Safety Evacuation Time) and RSET (Re-
quired Safety Evacuation Time) are two key indicators for
assessing whether people can evacuate safely in a fire in-
cident. ASET is defined as the time for a fire to develop into
a direct threat to a person, and RSET is defined as the time
that a person flees to the safe area. Engineering disaster
prevention system and requirements for safe evacuation
require that all personnel in the tunnel can evacuate to the
safe area before the fire reaches a dangerous state, i.e.,
ASET>RSET [2]. Personnel Safety Evacuation Rule is
shown in Figure 1.

According to the analysis of foreign tunnel data and fire
accident cases, if the ventilation, firefighting, emergency
lighting system, and other systems in the tunnel are working
normally, the safe evacuation time is generally within 15
minutes, while a medium-scale fire (20MW) occurs during
the normal operation phase. “Road Tunnel Design Code”
recommends that personnel safety evacuation time RSET
should be less than 15min. In the evacuation simulation
study of the Shanghai Yangtze River Tunnel using STEPS,
Cao and Shen [16] found that smoke can not be controlled
assumingly beyond 6 minutes under a medium-scale fire. In
the optimization analysis of the highway tunnel escape stair
spacing under the lane plate, Zhang et al. [3] used 6 minutes
as ASET referring to the “Metro Design Code,” and “Beijing

East Second Ring Underground Road Disaster Prevention
Design Standard” also stipulates that ASET is 6 minutes.

As shown in Figure 2 the evacuation process is divided
into the following three main time nodes according to the
measurability of evacuation time.

2.1. Alarm Time t1. Alarm Time t1 refers to the time that
personnel was informed of fire intelligence. PIARC research
report showed that the alarm time for general-level manual
control tunnels is 2 to 5 minutes, and the city’s underground
road safety level is usually much higher. -erefore the alarm
issued time is shorter than the average manual control
tunnels. For example, the alarm program designed by the
Shanghai Yangtze River Fire Alarm System can be confirmed
and started within 2 minutes [15].

2.2. Hesitation and Reaction Time t2. -e time required for a
person to respond to an emergency broadcast until they get
off transport is t2. -is part of the time can be divided into
two parts. According to the observation data of Noren and
Winer [17], after the release of the emergency broadcast, the
hesitation time of the personnel in the vehicle, which is as the
first part, is usually within 1.5 minutes and the individual
differences are large. -e time that the people hear the clear
alarm and decide to get off the transportation is the second
part, and the relevant scholars found that the second part of
t2 is 15 s after conducting a field test as the time required to
personnel respond to emergency broadcasts until they get
off, t2 can be determined to be 105 s.

2.3. Net Evacuation Time t3. -e time that personnel flees to
a nonfire tunnel or traffic layer is t3, and it refers to the time
required for the last stayer to arrive at the exit of the
evacuation passage. -e net evacuation time of the crowd is
affected by factors such as the distance of the tunnel escape
stairs, the characteristics of crowd evacuation, and
individuals.

-e estimated value of the complete evacuation time of
the underground road after a fire is given by equation (1). It
can be judged whether there is a security threat to evacuation
by comparing the complete evacuation time with ASET.

T � t1 + t2 + t3 ≤ASET, (1)

where T is the required safety evacuation time, which
consists of t1, t2, and t3 and is requested T≤ASET [2].

To guide the design of the tunnel disaster prevention
system, the relationship between the net evacuation time and
the distance between the tunnel escape stairs and the ca-
pacity of the stairs must be established.

3. Personnel Evacuation Test

3.1. Evacuation Test Platform for Escape Staircase. A per-
sonnel evacuation test was carried out in the underground
traffic connection channel of a double-hole tunnel in
Tongzhou New Town, Beijing.-e double-hole tunnel with a
length of 1.2 km contains six straight-through escape stairs.
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-e test section of the tunnel is 400m long, starts at
K1 + 500, and ends at K1 + 100. -e escape staircase at
K1 + 450 was selected as the evacuation exit.

A test scene was set up with enclosures in the first two
escape stairs and in the middle platform, as shown in Fig-
ure 3. Stair enclosures were constructed by splicing a 1.8m
high retaining wall. According to “Road Tunnel Design
Code,” evacuation indicators were placed on the wall at the
corner of the escape staircase. -e construction of the test
escape staircase and the typical double-deck escape staircase
was shown in Table 1.

-e test section simulates the traffic conditions of two
lanes for cars with a width of 3.5m, and the vehicle parking
distance is 1.5m. As shown in Figure 4, at the exit of the near
escape (K1 + 400 to K1 + 450), 10 physical vehicles entering
and 6 simulated vehicles were parked at a set interval of
1.5m, and the rest of the road (K1 + 300 to K1 + 400,
K1 + 450 to K1 + 500) was equipped with simulated vehicles

at the same interval of 1.5m. -e size of the simulation
vehicle is 4.5m× 1.8, and the physical vehicles include 2
minivans, 5 small cars, 1 SUV, and 2 commercial vehicles.
-e fullness factor cars were selected as 0.5∼1 (Full number
is 4).

3.2. Testing Personnel. Participants were required to be in a
good physical condition and have no experience of driving
on underground roads, fire evacuation drills in tunnels, and
being firefighters or fire engineers. To avoid the influence of
“Learning Effect” and ensure test results were satisfactory,
specific details, such as the site environment, tunnel layout,
emergency exit location, test content, and process, etc., were
not informed to participants.

-e number of experimenters was determined by the
number of vehicles deployed within a 50 m escape distance
and the fullness factor. In this experiment, 40 people (32
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Figure 2: Resolution of personnel evacuation node time.
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Figure 1: Personnel safety evacuation rule [2].
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men and 8 women) participated in the evacuation test, as
shown in Table 2 and Table 3. Some of the people brought
bags into the venue to get closer to the real evacuation
scenarios.

3.3. Image Acquisition. Video capture guns numbered C1 to
C4 were arranged in the tunnel test section at an interval of
50m. In addition, two hemispherical cameras numbered C5
and C6 were, respectively, arranged in the front room of
escape stairs and the exit of the escape section to record the
time for the staff to go upstairs.

3.4. Test Conditions and Progress. -e most unfavorable
evacuation situation under normal traffic conditions is as
follows: the ignition point was located at an entrance of an
escape staircase, which made the exit unusable and vehicles
behind the fire stop. -erefore, all personnel within the

Escape door entrance
�e first run of stairs

Staircase platform
�e second run of stairs
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corridor
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East line West line

Figure 3: Form of escape staircase in the experiment.

Table 1: Comparison between experiment escape staircase and the Nanjing Weisan Road Tunnel’s.

Project Stair width (m) Stair angle Stairs stepping (W×H) Staircase formation
Test stairs 0.8 30° 170mm× 280mm (10 + 10) steps + 2.0m middle platform
Typical stairs 0.8 30° 151mm× 267mm (9 + 17) steps + 1.2m middle platform

Simulation vehicles
(Vehicle size:4.5m × 1.8m)

Real and simulated vehicles

K1 + 300 K1 + 400 K1 + 450

Escape staircaseIsolation fenceEvacuation sign

Figure 4: Evacuation scenario arrangement of the tunnel.

Table 2: Form of experiment participants’ source.

Source Number In total
College students 13

40People work in designing institute 12
Security personnel 15
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range from the ignition point to the upstream nearby
available escape stairs (defined as the first range of escape
spacing) evacuated to that stair exit available, as shown in
Figure 5. Based on this most unfavorable evacuation situ-
ation, the evacuation of personnel was studied at the escape
spacing of three groups of 50m, 100m, and 150m.

During the test, as shown in Figure 4 and 5, 40 test
personnel were randomly distributed on both sides of the
door of physical vehicles or model vehicles in the corre-
sponding working area, and the commander held the
loudspeaker and continuously issued an evacuation
broadcasting instruction of “A fire broke out in the front
tunnel, please get off and evacuate imminently!” At the same
time, traffic lights in the tunnel were switched to “no traffic”.
In addition, both the main tunnel and the escape stairwell
were fully illuminated, and all people were evacuated in
accordance with evacuation signs on sidewalls to the rear
escape exit. To simplify the movement trajectory of the
personnel and facilitate the extraction of the movement
parameters of the people, the clustering behavior in the
natural evacuation was not considered [7]. It assumed that
the people in the same car were independent of each other
and then escaped to the evacuation exit immediately after
getting off, which would not form a family evacuation group.
-e net evacuation time was defined as the elapsed time from
the issuance of the evacuation broadcast to the last stayer
who went through the exit of the escape stair landing. Test
screen images at different locations are shown in Figure 6.

4. Observation Results of Evacuation Test

4.1. Evacuation Speed of Personnel under Emergency.
Figure 7 is a box distribution diagram of evacuation speed
for different types of personnel on the pavement in the case
of an escape interval of 50m. -e coordinate axes M1 to M3
and W1 to W3 represent the male and female personnel in
the age of 17∼29, 30∼50, and 51∼80, respectively. -e
measured value of the evacuation speed when the crowd
walked on the road was between 1.43 and 1.95m/s. -e
evacuation speed decreases with age for same gender testers;
for the same age group, the evacuation speed of males was
higher than that of females, except for participants aged
51–80 years old. -e main reason is that there were only 2
females in this age group while 9 in men. -erefore, the
observation data are scattered.

4.2. Evacuation Speed of People Going Upstairs in an
Emergency. Figure 8 shows the change of evacuation speed
of personnel going upstairs in an escape stairway. It can be
seen from Figure 8 that the first few testers who entered the
escape stairway have a faster speed of up to 1.1m/s. At this

time, congestion before the entrance of the stairs has not yet
been formed and the traffic is smooth. When the number of
people rushing into the entrance of escape stairs in unit time
exceeds the actual capacity of the stairs, the failure to dis-
perse the crowd timely will lead to crowds and large areas of
backlog, and the staff will be close to each other and difficult
to walk (i.e., crowd queuing), etc. Furthermore, the speed of
personnel going upstairs drops dramatically, and the fluc-
tuation is stable around 0.6m/s. At this time, the upstairs
speed tends to be the same, and there is little difference in the
upstairs speed between different types of individuals.

4.3. Traffic Capacity of Escape Stairs. -e relationship be-
tween the stair passing time and the number of people
passing through the exit when the escape stair spacing is
50m is shown in Figure 9. -e time between when the first
tester enters the escape stairway entrance and the last tester
leaves the escape staircase exit is 61 s in total, which is called
stair passing time. In addition, there is a significant linear
correlation between the number of people passing and the
passage time, which reflects that the evacuation speed of the
pedestrians on the stairs is relatively constant and the in-
terval between the individuals is uniform. Before the con-
gestion at the stairs entrance occurs, the observed value of
the average time occupied by personnel on the escape stairs
is 7.0 s. After the crowd queuing phenomenon appears, the
average time is 12.5 s, which shows that that the degree of
blockage of the population has a significant impact on the
length of the passage time.

Taking the continuous, uninterrupted flow of people at
the exit of escape stairs as the research object, the observed
value of the escape rate of escape stairs with a clear width of
0.8m is about 0.7 P/s, which is used to describe the escape
capacity of stairs, and in this scenario, the personnel can only
wait in line and go through the stairs exit one by one. In front
of the entrance of the stairs, there is an evolutionary
characteristic of people arriving, crowd backlogs, congestion
alleviating and dissipating, and people evacuating to the
target exit show a strong sense of competition, as shown in
Figure 10. -erefore, how to optimize the escape stair
spacing, reduce the queue waiting time and ensure the
evacuation of the crowd in a safe time is critical to the
optimizing of the tunnel design.

4.4. Net Evacuation Time. -e net evacuation time of the
three groups of different escape stair spacing and their
composition were plotted as Figure 11. It can be seen from
Figure 11 that the net evacuation time increases linearly as
the escape stairs spacing increases, and the walking time on
pavement and waiting time in line account for a large
proportion. Furthermore, the waiting time for queuing
decreases linearly with the increases of the escape stairs
spacing, and the passage time on stairs is independent of the
escape stair spacing. -erefore, increasing the escape stairs
spacing reduces the waiting time so that the road travel time
and the waiting time in the line achieve the optimal com-
bination, which can increase the effective escape time and
realize the optimized design of the tunnel.

Table 3: Form of experiment participants’ type.

Age Male ratio (%) Female ratio (%)
17∼29 25 10
30∼50 32 5
>50 23 5
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5. Design Method of Escape Stair Spacing

5.1. Calculation Model of Net Evacuation Time of the
Personnel. Observing the last stayer, the progress of
evacuation is divided into three stages: road evacuation,
waiting in line, and staircase evacuation. -e corre-
sponding evacuation time is tr (the road evacuation time),
tw (the waiting time in line), ts (the staircase evacuation

time). With the assumption that the observed is the
farthest from the escape stairs entrance and the man
reaches the stair entrance at the speed of a road evacu-
ation, the calculation model of the 3-stage net evacuation
time t3 ignoring the length of the queued crowd is
expressed as follows:

t3 � tr + tw + ts. (2)

In the equation,

K1 + 450

K1 + 400 K1 + 350 K1 + 300

Escape staircase

Evacuation direction Driving direction

Isolation fence

Condition 1 Condition 2 Condition 3

50m 50m 50m

Figure 5: Evacuation experiment scenarios under different spacing of escape staircase.

1-Tunnel pavement 2-Door entrance

3-Staircase entrance 4-Staircase exit

Figure 6: Imagery pictures of evacuation.
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where S is the escape stairs spacing (m); vp is the pavement
evacuation speed (m/s); α is the coefficient of the queuing
crowd, which is the ratio of the number of people waiting in
line when the observed arrives at the escape stairway en-
trance to the total number of people (N) and affected by the
escape capacity of stairs (Q) and the length of the escape stair
spacing; L is the distance required to go upstairs (m); vc is the
speed of going upstairs during the evacuation in line (m/s).

In fact, the number of people in the fire-affected area is
not independent of the escape stair spacing. Assuming that
the number of lanes in the one-way road is n; the parking
spacing is s (m); the length of the vehicle is 4.5m; the average
number of passengers on vehicles is q (P), the number of
people in the fire-affected area can be estimated by the
following equation:

N �
nSq

s + 4.5
. (4)

Net evacuation time of personnel can be expressed as
follows:

t3 �
S

vp

+
αnSq

(s + 4.5)Q
+

L

vc

. (5)

According to the guidelines, Equation (1), t3 needs to
meet the following formula:

t3 ≤ t3  � ASET − t1 − t2 � 135 s, (6)

where [t3] is the allowable value of net evacuation time;
according to section 2, ASET� 6min, t1 � 2min, t2 � 105.

5.2. CalculationModel of Escape Stair Spacing. Based on test
results, when the stairway capacity is constant, the shorter
the queue waiting time of the observed is, the longer the
effective evacuation time is. To minimize queuing people, it
is required that the time taken for people passing through
the stairs is equal to the traveling time passing through per
parking spacing:

nq0

Q
�

s + 4.5
vp

, (7)

where q0 is the number of passengers in the vehicle with no
one waiting in line when the parking spacing is certain.
When the actual number of passengers in the vehicle q is
more than q0, the crowd will gather at the entrance of the
stairs. -e number of people in front of the observed will
accumulate constantly with the increase of escape stair
spacing and can be expressed approximately by the following
equation:

Nα � n q − q0( 
S

s + 4.5
. (8)

Dividing equation (8) by Eequation (4) gives the
following:

α � 1 −
(s + 4.5)Q

nqvp

. (9)

-e formula for calculating the escape stair spacing is
obtained by equations (5), (6), (9):

S �
Q(s + 4.5) t3  − L/vc( 

nq
. (10)

0 5s 12s 57s 61s
Arrival Smooth pass Crowd queue Congestion dissipates

Severe block

Figure 10: Changing process of crowd flow in front of escape staircase.
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5.3. Comparison and Verification between 9eory and
Experiment. According to the simulated test, evacuation pa-
rameters such as vp � 1.5m/s, Q� 0.7 P/s, ts� 12.5 s were ob-
tained. In addition, considering test parameters s� 1.5m, n� 2,
and q� (1∼4) P, calculated values of the traveling time on
pavement, the waiting time in line, the passage time of stairs,
and the net evacuation time were calculated based on the
above-mentioned theory. As shown in Table 4, all test values of
net evacuation times are within the calculated value range.

Based on the proposed method and experiment results,
design curves of the escape stair spacing with different qwere
obtained. As shown in Figure 12, the test value gradually
shifts to a curve of q� 1 as the escape stair spacing increases.
-e possible reason is the number of people remains

unchanged when the escape staircase spacing is 100 and
150m, the equivalent number of people on a car decreases,
so the net evacuation time decreases and falls outside the
curve of q� 2, especially for the escape staircase spacing of
150m. -e escape stair spacing with respect to the allowed
net evacuation time under this test scenario was calculated to
be 64.3∼257.3m, and considering the most unfavorable
situation, the optimal escape stair spacing should be set to
64.3m. Compared with the project cases of up and down
escape staircase, as shown in Table 5, the escape stair spacing
of Nanjing Weisan Road Tunnel is basically consistent with
the theoretical value, but the escape stair spacing of other
tunnels is generally larger, which means that there is a se-
curity risk to some degree.

Table 4: Evacuation note time and cumulative evacuation time under different escape staircase spacing.

Escape staircase spacing (m) 50 100 150
Calculated value of walking time on pavement (s) 33 67 100
Calculated value of the time while waiting in line (s) 0∼61 0∼128 0∼185
Calculated value of the time taken for getting through stairs (s) 12.5 12.5 12.5
Calculated value of the net evacuation time of personnel t3 (s) 36∼107.5 60∼203 84∼298
Trial value of net evacuation time of personnel t3 (s) 78 108 140
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Figure 12: Escape stair spacing design curve.

Table 5: Project cases of up and down escape staircase [18, 19].

Name of the tunnel Diameter of the
tunnel (m) Number of lanes Structure of escape stairs

Nanjing Weisan road
tunnel 14.5 Double pipes, double layer

eight traffic lanes
Set a group of escape stairs every 64m, the width of the

step of the stair is 0.8m
Anghai Jungong road
tunnel 14.5 Double pipes, double layer

eight traffic lanes
Set a group of escape stairs every 80m, the width of the

step of the stair is 0.8m
Hanghai Shangzhong road
tunnel 14.5 Double pipes, double layer

eight traffic lanes
Set a group of escape stairs every 100m, the width of

the step of the stair is 0.8m
Yangzhou slender west
lake tunnel 14.5 Single pipe, double layer eight

traffic lanes Set a group of escape stairs every 100m

Shanghai bund tunnel 13.9 Single pipe, double layer six
traffic lanes Set a group of escape stairs every 100m
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6. Conclusions

To relate evacuation basic parameters and reasonable
staircase spacing of up and down escape staircase in case of
fire, an evacuation experiment, which was based on the most
unfavorable evacuation scenario, was conducted. Based on
the experiment, a calculation model of three-phase per-
sonnel net evacuation time was established. By simplifying
the evacuation model, a calculation formula of the rea-
sonable escape stair spacing considering the influence of
multiple factors was proposed. And the theoretical model
was applied to project cases of up and down escape staircase
and verified. But this study did not quantify the impact of
psychological panic and randomness of evacuees on evac-
uation behavior, so further research will be carried out in the
future. -e main findings of the studies are as follows:

(1) In the emergency state, the observed value of
evacuation speed of the crowd walking in the tunnels
is between 1.43 and 1.95m/s, which is greatly af-
fected by gender and age. Specifically, the evacuation
speed of males is higher than that of females, and the
evacuation speed of the young and middle-aged
population is faster. -e observed value of evacua-
tion speed of the crowd going upstairs is between 0.5
and 1.1m/s. After the phenomenon of queuing in the
staircase appears, there will be a continuous stream
of people, and the individual characteristics will
become weak. -ere is not much difference in the
speed of going upstairs between different types of
people as well.

(2) -e mean of the observed value of traffic capacity of
escape stairs with 0.8m net width is 0.7 P/s, and the
stream of people can only move forward in a single-
stranded way. -e entrance of the stairs is the bot-
tleneck in the process of the evacuation of the entire
stairs. -e crowds there are extremely prone to be
overstocking, contributing to cluster accidents due to
the blockage of people. -erefore, it is necessary to
strengthen the orderly guidance to the people at the
entrance of stairs through broadcasting. -e net
evacuation time of the crowd increases linearly with
the increasing escape stair spacing, and the walking
time on pavement and waiting in line take a relatively
major proportion.

(3) A three-stage calculation model of net evacuation
time was established. -e theoretical calculation
equation of the net evacuation time on the escape
stair spacing, traffic capacity of stairs, and the
number of evacuees was proposed as well. Based on
this, by simplifying the crowd evacuation model,
further considering the queuing effect, the number of
people on the pavement, the parking space, and the
capacity of the escape stairs, a reasonable formula for
calculating the escape staircase spacing was
proposed.

(4) -e results of theoretical calculation and experi-
mental observation were compared and analyzed,

and the optimal escape stair spacing under this test
scenario is calculated to be 64.3m considering the
worst case of q� 4P, which is generally smaller than
the set value of escape stair spacing of existing double
layer tunnels except for Nanjing Weisan Road
Tunnel.
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